Directions from the Medical School Main Entrance to the BU Alzheimer’s Disease Center (ADC)

Robinson Complex, Suite 7800

From Main Entrance of the BU School of Medicine:

• Got to right of the Security Desk through lobby.

• Take right into 1st corridor (Office of the Dean will be on the right).

• Go through double doors, entering “Evans 1”.

• Walk toward end of long corridor and take left just prior to “Emergency Exit Only Warning” sign.

• Go past first set of elevators immediately on the right, entering into “Robinson 2”.

• Take next set of elevators (bank of 3) on right to the 7th floor.

• Take right out of elevators.

• At end of corridor go through the wooden door on right.

• Just prior to end of this short corridor, take left into another short corridor.

• The ADCRP is straight ahead, just past the Center for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy

• Enter through the wooden and glass doors marked “Alzheimer’s Disease Clinical and Research Program.”